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1. FanFare & Overture  
Apollo 15 — BernArd eBBinghouse

Located within the Walt Disney World Resort EPCOT Center has two major themed areas. Future World is a showplace for 
new ideas and new technologies. It provides entertainment with a purpose and is dedicated to that most precious of human 
resources – Imagination. While World Showcase presents a colorful array of architectural styles and historic landmarks - a true 
community of nations, each proudly displaying the culture and accomplishments of it’s people.
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2. SpaceShip earth 
devil's delight (intro) — tony Kinsey

Towering above the entrance to Future World is the most 
recognizable most dramatic symbol of EPCOT Center, 
Spaceship Earth. Inside the eighteen story geosphere there 
awaits a journey through the history of communications 
from cave painting to the dawn of recorded time, through 
the Renaissance the invention of the printing press and the 
telephone to the vast electronic network that now surrounds 
our planet.

3. cOMMunicOre | univerSe OF energy | hOrizOnS  
the life to Come — giAnni sAfred

As in Spaceship Earth, CommuniCore’s theme is communications but with a special emphasis on systems that are friendly not 
formidable. Universe of Energy features dioramas and large-format motion pictures to recreate the primeval Earth showed the 
formation of fossil fuels and suggest possible new energy sources for the Future. Horizons, a spectacular new attraction that 
will be opening soon is a vision of life as it may be lived in the 21st Century.
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5. tranScenter  | JOurney intO iMaginatiOn 
olympiAd — CrAig pAlmer

Transcenter offers information about such things as computer-aided and 
aerodynamics. Next, is Journey into Imagination where Dreamfinder and his small 
friend Figment are the hosts as you ride through a swirl maze of colors, shapes, 
sounds and even smells.

6. the iMage WOrkS | Magic eye theater 
devil's delight (mAin theme) — tony Kinsey

The Image Works is a creative playground featuring stepping tones, bubble music, pin screens, giant kaleidoscopes and 
magic palettes where color is applied with an electronic stylus. In the Chromakey theater amazing things happen. And Magic 
Journeys, a 3-D film has the audience reaching for some of the sharpest three-dimensional images ever created. 

4. WOrLD OF MOtiOn 
CloudBurst — CrAig pAlmer

Appropriately wheel-like in shape World of Motion takes 
a good humored look at transportation through the ages 
where there are moments that changed history... and some 
that didn't quite.

7. kitchen kabaret 
disCo rAg — CrAig pAlmer

Its showtime folks! Kitchen Kabaret starring Bonnie Appetite and a cast of wacky 
characters combines lively entertainment with a common sense message that a 
balanced diet is essential for good health. 

8. LiSten tO the LanD 
sun trAp — Johnny peArson

A boat cruise attraction "Listen to the Land" introduces various natural biomes such as desert terrain and the North American 
prairie the way it used to be. It looks at the development of farms and rural homesteads, then moves through greenhouses 
and growing areas where experiments are continually underway. The object is not to eliminate conventional farming methods, 
but to supplement them. The Land's creative greenhouses offer alternatives for the future, providing a testing ground for new 
techniques that may one day play and important role in high-density food production.          
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10. creating tOMOrrOW 
energy ii — CrAig pAlmer

Nearly 3,000 designers, 1,000 consultants, and 10,0000 construction workers had participated in the creation of EPCOT 
Center. Some 54 million cubic feet of earth were moved and 20,000 tons of steel erected. Over half a million board feet of 
lumber had become 2,000 show props and sets. Because of this and much more EPCOT Center is the largest privately funded 
construction project in the western hemisphere and had opened in October, 1st 1982.      

9. the FLOriDa prOJect 
CloudBurst — CrAig pAlmer

It may cause you to wonder how was EPCOT Center conceived? Where did it all begin?  Well, it could be said the the dream 
began in California with the opening of Disneyland. Sixteen years later came the opening the Walt Disney World in Florida. 
Walt himself did not live to enjoy this happy occasion and the new park was dedicated by his brother Roy. 

The Walt Disney World Resort and entertainment complex proved to be immensely popular and successful changing the entire 
economy of Central Florida, but this was only one further step in the realization of Walt Disney's dream.       
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11. The American Adventure 
WesTern soliloquy — CrAig PAlmer

The American Adventure with architecture and furnishings that reflect early American styles and a hall displaying historic flags of 
the nation, is the setting for a drama played-out on the largest rear-projection screen ever built and broadway sized stage. The cast 
includes dozens of audio-animatronic figures with Ben Franklin and Mark Twain serving as hosts. Special moments in time drawn 
from 350 years of American history capture the spirit of the nation and pay tribute to its people wether they be great leaders or 
ordinary men and women.       

12. italy 
Theme for TWo lovers — Kenny sAlmon

Enjoy the ambiance of Venice with A classical fountain, 
the fun of street theater and lunch in a popular Roman 
restaurant.   

13. germany 
PAsTorellA — CrAig PAlmer

Experience the joyful exuberance of a Bavarian biergarten. 
Come sing and dance for here its Oktoberfest all year long. 

14. China 
Wonders of ChinA — du ming Xin

Walk through the Gate of the Golden Sun to experience 
Wonders of China a motion picture in Circlevision 360, 
purchase a handmade souvenir or view an exhibit of 
historic treasures.

*Substitute from Pavilion BGM, Source from Souvenir Program: Unknown 
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15. mexico 
CinCo de mAyo — CrAig PAlmer

A Mayan pyramid towers above World Showcase Promenade where a mariachi band sets the mood. Inside, eat at the restaurant or 
sail through Mexico's history on "El Rio del Tempo".

16. Canada 
PonderosA — CrAig PAlmer

On to Canada where Indiana Carvings, 
French Colonial Architecture, the 
scrurell of the pipes all are symbolic 
of the nations heritage. Then standby 
for a whirlwind tour of a spectacular 
land as you are surrounded by the 
Circlevision 360 motion picture titled 
"O Canada".

17. united Kingdom | france 
idyllWild — gAry smiTh

Highstreet, Upper and Lower Regency Streets, Tudor Lane, 
Britannia Square this is of course the United Kingdom. A 
pleasant place to stroll, browse, shop. And if you fancy a pint 
of ale or a Ploughman's lunch be sure to drop by the pub.  
On the other side of the channel lies France, where at the End 
of a gracious boulevard is a theater showing the five-screen 
motion picture "Impressions de France". Nearby stores sell 
everything from books to pastries to perfumes. Also not 
surprising French cuisine is well represented.

18. Japan 
KoJo no TsuKi — TrAdiTionAl*

Serene formal with enduring traditions of design an 
craftsmanship. One of the pleasures here is to watch a master 
chef at work. Or to see the fantasy dream maker sculpt candy 
into the elaborate shape of a bird - a Heron then give it away 
to someone in the crowd. 
 
*Substitute from Pavilion BGM, Source from Souvenir Program: Unknown
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20. cLOSing creDitS 
energy ii — CrAig pAlmer

The preceding was inspired by the Walt Disney Home Video "EPCOT Center - A Souvenir Program" featurette created in 1983 
with text and graphics adapted from the original VHS presentation by Joshua L Harris.  

19. nightFaLL  | DeDicatiOn 
i've mellowed out — JAn toBer & ron sAtterfield

In the evening as dusk falls over Japan's great Tori a gate signifying good luck, as the Sun sets behind the Eiffel Tower EPCOT 
Center takes on a magical dreamlike beauty all its own.The Lights come on to be reflected in the shimmering surface of 
Spaceship Earth. EPCOT Center, Walt Disney promised, will never be completed new attractions and additional countries will 
continue to be added.

•
To all who come to this

Place of Joy, Hope and Friendship
Welcome

EPCOT Center
is inspired by Walt Disney’s creative vision.

Here, human achievements
are celebrated through imagination,

the wonders of enterprise and concepts of a future
that promises new and exciting benefits for all.

May EPCOT Center entertain, inform and inspire.
And, above all, may it instill a new sense of belief

and pride in man’s ability to shape a world
that offers hope to people everywhere.

•
E. Cardon Walker

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Walt Disney Productions

October 24, 1982
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